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SMPlayer ? A Free Media Player for All Formats [2]

SMPlayer is a free and open-source media player built with codecs that enable it to play
virtually all audio and video formats on Windows and Linux operating systems. It has a
beautiful graphical user interface courtesy of the award-winning MPlayer with added features
such as the option to download subtitles and play YouTube videos.
Apart from housing all the features expected in any media player, the most convenient thing
about SMPlayer is that once you wouldn?t need to install any codecs for specific audio or
video formats because it ships with all of them preinstalled and still manages to maintain a
small package size.

Norbert Preining: Fixing the Breeze Dark theme for gtk3 apps [3]

It has been now about two weeks that I switched to KDE/Plasma on all my desktops, and to
my big surprise, that went much more smooth than I thought. There are only a few glitches
with respect to the gtk3 part of the Breeze Dark theme I am using, which needed fixup.

Latte Dock development news [4]

I would like to thank everyone for its love concercing Latte and kde community for its big
acceptance. It is no secret that for the last two years I am the single and only Latte developer.
For me it is just my fun project that I also share to the community. If anyone wants to
participate by contributing code and patches for review can do so easily through kde
phabricator page. I also want to thank of course the kde translators and its team that contribute

translations to Latte weekly.
In previous month users had asked when Latte v0.10.~ will become the stable version. So as it
appears I do not have time to make this possible until this summer so as a first step it will be
delayed for Christmas 2020 and if it is not ready then it will be delayed even more. Of course
and I do not want to burn out and I want to keep other aspects of my life healthy.
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